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THE GRAPH ANALYSIS TOOLBOX: IMAGE PROCESSING ON 
ARBITRARY GRAPHS 
LEO GHADY AND EH.IC L. SCIJWAHTZ 
1. Introduction. For various reasons, many researchers have in Uw past been 
interested in freeing t.hmnselw;s of the coustraints of' a uniformly sampled, Cartesian 
data representation for images. Jvlotivations include a dependence on uonu11if'onn 
sensors, feature extraction, data reduction, or a desire to process even in the absenee 
of sornc samples (or regions). Another group of researchers hcwe been interested in 
modeling biological sensory systmns or applying the architecture to machine vision 
tasks. 
Biologien.l vbion :-:;yst.ems COJltrnst sharply with sLa.nda.rd video inputs. Although 
the sampling of' visual space varies widely between species in both the visual angle 
oubtencled and the sampling anangement (see, for example [71] or [37]), a striking 
feature is that all systcmn; non-unifonnly snmple visual spa.ce, usually anisotropica.lly, 
with different types of receptors. A comparison of the retinal ganglion cell density for 
various species may be seen in Figure 1.1. 
'I'he main renson for employing a. space-varirmt architecture is to proces:; with 
dramaticall.Y lower bandwidth while retaining a high resolution in pa.rt of the visual 
scene. However, the difference in visutd sampling across species suggests that there b 
a relationship between fi:~atures of the sampling regime and the aninut.h:i visual ecology. 
An example of such a relationship is the belief that the "horbontal streak)\ seen in 
nwny n.nimn.ls (e.g., the rabbit in Figme 1.1) is helpful to species that live in open (i.e., 
non-occlusive) visual environments [37]. 'fhis belief has been .':lupported by the ~trong 
correlation between species with less occluoive visual ecologie.':l and those posse~sing 
a hori:;,onLa.l stren.k. Uncovering relationships of this nature help the eugineer of a. 
machine vision system design n.n architecture that is optimil';ed to uu1.tch the de:-;ign 
co11stra.ints for the "visual ecolog.i~ of the artificial system. It i:-:1 necessary that a 
data structure exists with sampling-independent. (i.e., genern.li;;,e(l) lllaclJilw visi011 
algorithms in order for the designer to he free to crn.ft. the visual sampli11g to the 
purpooe of the syfitem. 
'frnclitional methods of space va.rinnt processing have focused largely on the lmns·· 
fonn. from a regular Carte::;icul grid to a.n altemnt.e space !9, GJ. Therefore, the prilllary 
interest has been on t.he properties of the transform awl uot. the uecessary data struc.-
t.urc:. The notion of a. "cmmectivity grn.ph:' was introduced by [70] to address the 
question of data. structure. Unfortuwltd.)-·, the idea wa;-; not. fully developed in the 
S(~nse t.ha.t. the problem of vi;-;unli~n.tion wa;-; not addresfic~.d, nor were many irnage 
processing algorithms developed that. could operate on thb structure. Finally, the 
struet.ure was not. generali:wd for an arbitrary sampling a.nd uo link with algebraic 
graph theory [5] was made. Perht1.ps this is why the idea failed to :-;urvive in more re-
cent work 011 space-variant. approaches (e.g., ['12]). The purpose of the Graph Analysis 
Toolbox is to provide a data structure and algorit.lnns to facilitate ma.ehine vision on 
arbitrary vifiual fiampling n.rrn.ngmnent.s, even if a space-vn.riant sensor is unavailable. 
\Vork on the san1pling of visual space employed by the upper primate vi;;tm.l 
s,;,;stern may be divided int.o two sections: 
} . PropeT/.i.es of !.he I.Tansfonn 
In addition to the COll.':lidernble data reduction, the discret.i~ecllog-polar tranfi-
form of a. Cartesian grid has a nutllber of properties that. make it interesting 
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to researclwrs in mn.chine visim1. Casasent and Psaltis [D] discovered t.hn.L 
objects in the fovea which are scaled, rotated or translated have a roughly 
invarin.nt spectrrd signature. Their method is to employ the log-polar trails-
form of an image, apply the discrete F'ouri(:r transform nnd find the log-poln.r 
tra.nsfonn of the spectrUJll (i.e., a i\Jellin trn.nsfonn). 'J'his inva.rianct: may be 
used for object rec.oguit.io11 (see H2] for a recent application of this idc:t~.). The 
drawlmc.k to this idea. is that the properties of' seale and rotation invn.riance 
only apply if the fovea il:i directed to the eentt:r of the object. Furthcnnore, a 
translated object. agn.inf:it a stnt.ic background will not hn.ve the same spectrum 
as a translated object a.gainst n. t.rnlL':dnJed background, which menus that the 
utility of this approach is limited to simple eases of n.n object moving against. a 
uniforlll background (or unifonnlJ1 translated background). Another approach 
to exploiting the structure of the log-polar mapping is that of Bonmassar and 
Sdnva.rt:~, [GL who developed a. speein.li:~,ed Fomier transform called t.he "expo-
nential chirp t.ra.nsfonn'' (ECT). '.J.'he ECT Buds t.he Fourier transform of au 
image in log-polar fonna.t and uses t.he structnre of the logarithmic function 
t.o obtain an even f<.te>t<'!r algorithrn Limn what. would he obtained simply by 
the data reduction of a.n ordinary log-polar transform. 
2. hnage Processing ·in a Space- VoYianl. Domo.in 
2 
The notion of a "cOlmecLivity graph)' was introduced by [70] to allow for 
image processing on a fovctd sensor. This notion is introduced spcciilcn.lly to 
treat. the sampling of the macaque retina. [Gl]. 1-Jowcvcr, standard rnachine 
visicm tasks (e.g., edge finding, fi]Lerillg) were not. developed for this structme. 
Neither visuali11ation of the con1wctivity graph nor how one sinmlntes a space-
variant. sensor, given access to an acquisition device based on a Cartesian 
sensor array. Furthermore, the gencra.li%ation of the connectivity graph to 
other biological sampling schemes was not discussed. Chen [10] used a rnesh-
bascd representation to perform image processing in the manner of flnite 
elcrncnt ann.lysi::;. llis data. ::;tructurc docs not. allow for a.n arbitrary topology 
(i.e., t.he graph must be planar and polygonal). Furthermore, his opcra.lors 
are disereti%ed continuum operators, instead of combinatorial operators (.see 
below). Significantly, Chen proposed the use of a method from computer 
graphics [:5:3] for TesampUng an image to a.llow the determination of pixel 
values for an arbit.ra.ry sampling based 011 a give11, Cartesia.ll sampled, imn.ge. 
Unfortunately, this method only applies to resarnplings for which the .Jacobian 
is knowu. For the nearly log-polar mappiug kuown to exist in macaque [Gl], 
this resampling works well. However, the method for rc.sampling doei:i not 
apply for most species, since the sampling known to exist does not eurre11ti.Y 
have a mapping describiug it. 
'l'he Gra.ph Analysis 'J'oolbox follows in the traditioll of \Alallace [70] rmd Chen 
[10] by providing methods to perforrn machine vision on gra.ph-basecl archit('etures. 
However, Bincn datn. procc!ssing on grnphs n.ppc~n.rs in ot.lwr f-idds such ns computer 
graphics [67], 3D smLu:e flattening [72] n.nd clat.n. elustering [:59], we hope that Lhi::; 
toolbox will find a larger audience. Specifically, there are three problems that we hope 
t.o nddress with this toolbox: 
J . Impm·f:ing images 
Since space-variant. selli:iOrs [59, 58] are rare, tools must be developed for 
transferring image data acquired with a. standard, Cartesian senoor array to 
a cksired i:ipace-variant s<Ullpling arrangemeut. \Ve use the term importing 
an inHl,!!,\} to refer t.o the proceos or transferring image dn.t.n. from (t Carte-
simi sensor army to a space-variant nrra,ngenwnt. Onr strnteg_y is to extend 
the resampling work of lleekbert [:3:3] by removing the requirement. LhaL Lhe 
resampling is performed by a known diffc~rent.it1.ble func-tion. 
2. Vis1w.lizaf1an 
Aclditionnl tools are required in order to visurtli%e spnee-varin.nt ilnn.ges on a 
standard raster c:n~r display. A Voronoi cdl a.nd interpolation nwthod are 
provided to allow visnali%a.tion of image data. on gra.phs. 
:1. Pmccss,in.y 
At the core of t.hc Graph Analysis 'J'oolhox arc methods for performing ima.ge 
processing on da.La associated with each node in a. gra.ph. Some of the nH:-:thods 
reprc-:seJJt original work, while others are collected from other researchers. The 
theory underpinning mneh of this work was developed by Roth [57], Branin 
[7] a.Bd classic research in circuit theory [110, 77]. 
Since Zall11 's ebssic paper [83], graph processing algorithms have become increa.<>-
ingly popular in the co11text of n1a.clline vision [82, G:), 73, GO, 52]. Typically, pixels are 
associated with the nodes of a. gra.plt and edges arc clc:rivecl from a. tJ- or 8-comwcted 
lattice topology. Some authors have also chosen to associate higher level features with 
nodes [GO, 52]. For pnrposeB of' importing images to space-variant architectures, we 
:l 
adopt the conventional view that ea.ch node corrcspondH to a pixel. 
Graph theoretic n.lg;oritlnns often translate naturally to the proposed space-variant 
architecture. Unfortunately, algorithms t.ha.t employ convolution (or correlation) im-
plicitly assume a. shift-invariant topology. Although shifL-invariance may be the natu-
ral topology for a lattice, a locally connected spacc-va.riant sensor array (e.g., obtained 
by cOHJWcting to 1<-nea.rest-neighbors) will typica.lly result. in a shift-variant topology. 
Therefore, a reccmstruct.ion of machine vision n.lgoritlnns for space-variant a.rchitec-
tnres requires the use of additional theory to gcnerali;~,e these a.Jgorithms. 
Data acquired from sensor::; may be viewed as samples of an exterior, continuous 
world, about which conclusions must be drawn from the limited information given by 
tlw samples. An alternate approach is to view the sensor data itself as the object 
about which conclusio11s must be drawn. For reasons that will becorne clear below, 
the former view of sensor data will be referred to as the sa1npling paradign1 and 
the second as the combinatorial paradig1n. 
The difference between these paradigms may appear to be purely a.cadernic, since 
the primary out. put of" many machine vision tasks (e.g., face detection) make no com-
ment on whether the result pnrtn.ins to the pixcb or the ''rcal-worlcP'. Ilowcver, 
:;onw algorithms do operate under an implicit pn.r<"l.digm. For example, shape analysis 
[tl3, 811] typically adopts the approach of the sampling paradigm, while morphological 
<Utalysis [G~l] employs the combinatorial paradigm. One practical diifL~rence hetwcnn 
these t.wo n.pproaches is that algorithrns developc:d to output. statements about. the 
continuous world should ·impmve pm:fonrwnce with increasing sn.rnples, while aJgo-
ritlmlH clevelopccl Lo output. statements about. t.he pixels should decrease pc1:(onnancc 
due to the incre;tsed processing required. The clifl"crence betweeu these two approaches 
is amplified when the sensor arrangement. is space-vnrin.nt, since the sampling theory is 
not as well developed for uonuniform samples [G9], ch:spite the fact that so!llc authors 
have ndopted the sampling viewpoint [GJ. Furthc~rmore, since a typical motivation 
for employing a spncc-variant architect. me is the ability to employ n small number of 
pixds (while lllaintnining a high peak resolution), a.lgoritlnns developed in the s;-un-
pling paradign1 are expected Lo decrease accuracy while combinatorial nlgorithnls are 
expected to significantly increase in speed. For these reasons, tlw algorithms collected 
nml developed for this toolbox adopt the combinatorial pa.radigrn. Specir-ica.lly, we ap-
pron.cll the combinatorial paradigm through combinatorial analogs of vector ca.lculus, 
since~ operators such as the gradient [5GJ all(] Laplacian ['H] play snch a. prominent rok 
in computer visiou. The mat.hmna.tical foundation for this viewpoint will he reviewed 
in the JH~XL section. 
First we will introduce the basic llUtt.hmnat.ics nnd notation used in tilis paper for 
developing and n.pplyi11g combinatorial algorithms. A discu::;sicm of the dat.a. strnetmes 
and implementa.t.ional approach Lo these issues will theu be addressed. The remai11der 
of this paper describes n.nd demonstra.t.es the various tools for ilnportiug, visuali;~,ing 
and processing data on grn.phs. 
2. Mathe1natical background. I\,lost of the e;.wly work 011 the algebraic prop-
erties of graphs was do11e in the context of linear circuit theory. This sectio11 is 
essentially a short review of" Branin's exposition on the n.lgnbra.ic-topologicn.l bnsis for 
a.wtlogy hetwceu graphs rmd vector calenlus [7]. 
A graph is n. pn.ir G = (V, E) wit.h vertices (nodes) v E \1 and edges e E E ~~ 
\1 x V. An edge, e, spanning two vertices, vi and ·v.i, is denoted by eu. Let n =-- lVI 
and rn. = lEI where 1·1 denotes cardinality. A weighted graph has a value (typically 
nonnegative and real) assigned to each c~dgc udled ;-t. weight. The weight of edge eu, 
,, 
is denoted by ·w(cu) or wi.J· Since weighted graphs arc more general than 1mweight.ed 
graphs (i.e., 1v(e1:i) ~" 1 for all cuE E in the unwcight.ed case), we will develop all our 
results for weighted graphs. DeHne the degree of a vertex v;, denoted d11 as 
(2.1) 
;\ graph may be: def-lncd from a linear elcct.ric:a.l circuit by identifying the wire 
between circuit components with t.lw node set, and tlw components bridging nodm; 
(i.e., branches) as the edge set with weights equal to the n.drnitt.ance of each component 
(or the concluct.a.nce, in the ca;.;c of resistors). In this wa_y, every linear circuit has a.n 
equivalent graph ami ·vice ·uen;a. The explicit connection between circuits, graphs 
and algebraic topology wn.s made in Roth's fundament.nl paper [57]. H.oth showed 
that Kirchhoff's Current. La.w corresponds to a. homology ;.;equence in topology, while 
Kirchhofrls VoltngG Law corresponds to a cohomology ~equence. Ii.oth then propo~ed 
Olun 1:s Law as a bridge between the sequence~. Largely adopting the notation of 
Stra.ng [G5], we may write the funclamenta.l equations of circuit theory in matrix forrn. 
Define the TH x n edge-node incidence matrix n;.; 
if i. "" k, 
ifj~!:, 
othenvise, 
(2.2) 
for evmy vertex VJ.: and edge e;.i 1 wlwre e;.; has been arbitrarily assigllNl an orientation. 
The 11otn.tion Ac,.~v~. is used to ill(licnte that the rows of ;1 a.re indexed by edge e;.i 
and the columns or ;1 are indexed by node v,_.. 
Denne the m, x ·m constitutive matrix, C, n:-> the diagonal matrix with the 
weights of Pach edge along the diagonaL 
The three main law;.; goveming circnit. theory may he wriU.en as 
;\'~'y ''" f 
Cp ::::: y 
)J ,, Jh 
(Kirchhoff's Current Law), 
(Ohm's Law), 
(KirdJhof/"'s Voltage Law) 1 
(2.:3) 
(2.>!) 
(2.5) 
where I repre:->lmLs current somces nt the nodes; p is the potential drop (voltage) 
across a bnmch, :r is the potentia.! at <l node and y is the current through n. branch. 
By viewing the incidence matrix ns a linea.r operator, it. rna.y he seen that appli-
cation of that operator to a set of munbers assigned t.o each node induces a related 
set or munhers on the edges. Kirchhoff's Voltage La.w is all cxmnplc of this operation, 
in which electric. potentin.ls n.t each node are converted to voltages aeross edges by 
application of the ineiclellce matrix. ln a similar nu1.mwr, the <t.pplication of the oper-
ator ;l'l' t.o a set of numbers on the edge set of a graph induces a rulnted set of values 
defined on the node set. Kirchhoff's Current La.w is an exampln of this operatio11, 
since the application of JlT to the current~ throngh eadt branch yidds the values of 
the current. sources at each node. i\pplicc.ttion of C ma.y lw viewed as hridgi11g the 
voltages and currents defined on eaeh edge. 
\Vhen an edge is added to a \.r(X\ the unique dosed path so formed is called a 
loop. 'J'lw set of loops, Q, formed by the nddit.ion of edges to a tree consists of 
elenwnts, qi, such that. rh E Q. Note thn.t !CJI """' IRI -- lVI -+· 1 (a varia.t.ion of the 
G 
·--·-----
Opera.tor Vector calculus CombinEttorial 
Gradient \1 A 
Divergence \1 AT 
Curl \lx\1 /{ 
Lapla.ciall \1 \1 ATA 
Beltrami \IC \1 ATCA 
" 1ABLJ:.2.] 
Co?Tesponrlence between conf.in11.U1n liij)'e-rentiol opwml.ors onrl combino.ion:rd rhj)"e?t'.1L.lial OJ!CHi-
[ors on graphs. C repn:scnts n constihdil!C: mal:ri:r ·1-drding }ht:~.: to flow, e._(}., n cmuhtdiviiy tensor, a 
diffusion tcnso1·, a thcnnal conduct-ivity, a stn:ss-strnin tensor, or. in the conto:i of diffmr::ntial ge-
omel.ry, a. mdric t.cnsor. A is the edge-node incirlou:e 1/W(iricc of the groph n~pn:senl.ing the l.opoloyy 
of t.he pmblem and [( is the loop-edge incidence mnt.ri:t of the g·mph. 
Euler formula.), since the number of edges in n tree of a conncded graph is lVI -- 1 
[5]. Define the loop-edge incidence matrix 
if e.u is crossed positively in a. clockwise traversal of q,,,, 
if e;.i is crossed negatively in a. clockwise Lrn.w~rsal of q,,., 
otherwise. 
(2.0) 
Similar Lo the edge-node incidence matrix, the application of' the loop~edge incidence 
llHl.trix t.o a. >id of munbert> defined on the edges returns a related set of values defined 
011 each loop. 
Brn.nin [7] identified the 11 1 J1'1' and ]( operators with the familiar gra.dic:nt. 1 di-
verg;enee and curl operators from vector ca.!culus. This analogy holds for familiar 
identities such as ]( 11 ::c:: 0 (Le., the curl of the gradient is !';ero) and allows definition 
of other operators, such as the Laplacian, L ::-.-= Jl'I'J1. The gellC:raliza.Lion of t.he 
Lapln.ce operator Lo the Laplace-Beltrami operator [7<1] fits well with this analogy, 
wlwrc L = J1'1'CJ1. Since the constitutive lllaLrix defines a weighted inner product 
of edge values (i.e., (y, Cy) for a vecl.or of edge values, y), it rnay be considc:>n:d as 
representing metric information. As a matrix, the La.plaeiau may he derived directly 
from knowledge of \1 and B by letting 
ifi. = j, 
ifeu E F, 
otl1erwif-ie. 
(2.7) 
The not.a.tion !Jv,.v.~ is ns(!d to indicn.te thrt.t the matrix L is being indexed by verticef-3 
v-; a.nd 'U.i. '.l.'hb 1nntrix is also known as the o.rhn.il.lnnrx nutlx-i:c in circuit Uwory, 
and a good review of the properties of this matrix is given in [;JG]. fvlore than one 
repref-ienta.tion of the combinatorin.l Laplacian operator has been developed, depe11ding 
on the choice of nwtric n.nd normali:;,ation [23, 211, ~17, 12]. Bowever, unless otherwise 
noted, the above formulation will be~ rcd"erred to as the Laplacian. A summary of the 
aualogics between operators in vector en.lculus nnd grn.ph theory is given in '.L'able 2.1, 
while additional relationships are listed in Table 2.2. 
'.['here b both a conceptual and praet.iea.l difrcrence betwec~n the grnph theoretic 
annJog of a concept from mathematical physics and a discretir,ation of the standard 
continmllll representation of t.ha.t sallle concept. Conf-iider solving Poisson's equation 
G 
Equation Continuum Combinatorial 
KVL \7\1 - E Jh: cc p 
--
l<CL \7 J -- 0!. !l'~'y = f 
'" 
-·---· 
Ohm 1:; Law a·-'E=J Cp = y 
Dirichlet Integral ~In I'Vul 2dil lTTJlTCkc 2" ' " 
lA13LL -·~ " ' ') ') 
CoTn~spo1~rlcncc bctwen~ conli1!1.wm diJTe·renf.io.l uruaUons nnd combin(dOTial dif]enonhrd N}"IIO.-
tions on _(}n!.phs. f{in;h/wj]'s cuTn;nl. lnw is n IJUasi.-stol.ic ( 4/f o=: 0) oppnn;hnal.ion to A:faTwcll's 
li:l}uation 'V X B = ':/:. Kirchlwfj's 'I.JO!tagc lr~w follows front the definition of electric jidd. os t.he 
gnulient of pol.cntial. Ohm's Law is o constii.nl.i"Ue {plwnomenologicrd) law asseTI.in_q a. pres·umed 
li.ncnr dependence /;cl.wecn voll.ayc and current. 
[19] on a continuou::; domain with a digital computer (e.g., through usc of fi.nite el-
enwnt::;). The objective of fluch a solution would be that the vn.h.1e::; assunwd at any 
point in the dmnain could be determined, not just those points used in the calculation. 
In contrast, ::;olving Poinoon~s equation on a graph 1 L:r = f, returns va.lueB only fm" Lhe 
norle sd. Furthermore, the munber of nodes a.nd the graph topology (i.e.~ edge set) 
directly affects the solution to Poisson's equation. In eontrn!-it.~ a. rnajor design goal of 
n. discretization procedure is that the soluLim1 for points in the domain n.re -invariant 
to changes in the nwshing. 
ConcepLually1 one can understand the difference between :;olving for the eharg<? 
distribution at the uoden or a plana.r electrical circuit given initially cha.rged capacitors 
(i.e .. the cornhina.torial difTufSion equation [5:~]) 1 and ::;olving for the Wl.lne::; taken a.t 
di::;crete samples of a. planar conductive nutterial with an initial heat distribution (i.e., 
the discretized continuous dif!"u::;ion equation). Therefore, the solution of a continuou:; 
problem b:y use of a. digital computer is referred to here a!-3 n. discrete approach 1 while 
the solution or a problem using the graph-theoretic analogie::; shown above is referred 
t.o ns a. combinatorial approach. 
i\11 fnw:Lious in this toolbox operate 1mder the grn.ph-tlleon~tic, combinatorial 
p<nadigm. By this wn mean that the operators we n.rn concerned with are. rc:preseut.ed 
by matrices and the qun.lltltic:s of interest are defined by vectors associating value::; t.o 
nod<~s, edges or meshes. Typically, the valnes associated with nodes are image values 
(e.g., grayscale, RGB color channels) or coordinate values, while t.ho::;e associated with 
edgc:s and loops are dependent on the nodal values (e.g., the result of npplying the 
grndient operator). 
2.1. Adjacency matrix. Another fundamental matrix in graph tlwory is the 
·n x n n.djacency mntrix deOned as 
if ei.J E R, 
ot.l1erwise. 
(2.8) 
The a.cljacency matrix has also n.ppen.rcd in applications (e.g., [52])~ and its spectral 
properties have been Lhoronghly analy;~,ed [21]. By noting that the adjaeeney matrix~ 
Ln.placi<lll mn.trix and edge-node incidence mn.Lrix all completely specify the topology 
or a. graph, it is not surprising that these matrices are related. Specificnlly1 it is well 
known [5] that ]) ·-· \V .-c.::: L '"'' JlTCA, where]) is the din.g;onal matrix with Dii ::;:.;. d1 .• 
7 
2.2. Indicator vectors. Another important type of values associated with nodes, 
edges and loops is an indicator vector. Indicator vectors are used to indicate mem-
bership of a node\ edge or loop in n ::;ct. A cornmon goal [511, G3] is to deLennine which 
compollC~nt.s of a graph belong to a ::~et (e.g., which pixels belong to a segment), and 
therefore the indicator vector repre::~ent.s the solution. Another irnport.ant uoe of a.n 
indicator vector is to ped"orm ::;ct. operations (e.g., union, intersection) or determine 
properties of the set (e.g., ca.rdina.lit)\ bounda.ry nodes). \'Vc develop this section in 
the context of a. nodal indicator vector. Indicator vectors on the set of edges or loops 
follow an identical devclopm(•nt.. For a. set of nodes, S C V an indicator column 
vector, :r, ma.y be defined as 
{~ if Vi. ~ 8, :ri - if 5'. 'Uj E (2.9) 
For two sets, 8 1 and S'2 , with corresponding indicator vectors :r1 and :~:2, the u:-;ual 
set operations may he pc;rfonned with 
[8,[ ~ ~Dr.TJ (S<'t cardinality), (2.10) 
s, nS', ..•.. :l;J 1\ .1:2 (Set intersection), (2.11) 
s, us, 
- :CJ v :t.:2 (Set union), (2.12) 
where 1\ and V denote the logica.l (binary) ~'and'' ''or" operations. 
The matrices I:V and L mny be used to deterllline useful properties of n. vertex 
set, 8, through operations with its indicator vector, :-v, in the following manJWl" 
1 T 
-:1: lV:c-
2 
(Sum of the weights int<'rnal to .5'), (2.1:3) 
(Surn of the weight:-; ou the bounda.ry of 8), (2.1;1) 
where S inc\ictl.t<::s the BC:L cornplement or 5'. 
:1. lrnplementation. \Ve dwse to implcnwnL the toolbox in lvlATLAB for :-:;ev-
eral rensons: 
1. N-u.men:co.lli-ncar alydnn i:-; at the core or the combilln.Lorial approaeh to space-
vnriant vi:-;ion outlined above. Since l'vlATLAB i;; well equipped with n ll\1-
nwricallinear algebra. pa.clm.ge and a sparse matrix packnge [29], J'viATJ_,AB is 
a JH\.tural environment for the toolbox. 
2. Ravid prolol:IJ]J'in.q of new algoriiluns is hcilitatcd by the extensive set of tools 
avnilable iu IVIATLAB. Since this toolbox is intended for a research a.udience, 
the ability to rapidly prototype new algorithmf-> i:-; e:-;f->ent.ial. 
~{. Visvo.lizal-ion of space-variant. images as:-;ocin.tcd with graphs is a. major design 
objective of the Graph Analysis Toolbox. J'viATLAB provides n.n excellent 
ability to visun.lhe data. 
However, 1\-JA'.l'LAB a.l:-;o hno :-;everal drawbacks: 
1. 1\1 A TLA lJ is 7JTopr£eio.q; rmd licenses for the standard package a.ud a.clditional 
toolboxe:-; may co:-;t. hundreds to thousa.ncl:-; of dollars. 'J'hi>i fad limits t.he 
accessibility of the Graph Ana.lysis Toolbox. 
2. Speed of computation in IVJA'fLAB en.n be ver_y slow for certain types of 
operatio11s (e.g.) code loop:;). Although it iB possible to u:-;e Lhe IVJEX paclmg;e 
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t.o speed up some of this computation, Uw portability of the code suffers. 
Fortunately for the Graph Annlysis T'oolbox, the nunwrical linear algebra. 
package in i'vlATLA B is relatively fast. 
A full listing of the functions i11 the Graph Analy:;is 'I'oolbox ii:i given in Appendix 
A and a list of demos is given in 1\ppendix B. For rea:;ous of consistency, ease of 
readability a.nd agreement with publications, the same variable names were used to 
refer to the same variables across functions and demos. A listing of standa.rdihcd 
variable nmnes used in the Graph i\ncdysis Toolbox is given by Appendix C. 
4. Data structures. There arc different ways of representing a graph on a 
computer (e.g., lists, matrices). The choice of representa.tion is often dependent on 
the pa.rt.ieula.r application. The guiding principle in defining da.U.t structures for the 
Grnph Analysis 'J'oolhox is that functions should exist for switching between different 
repre::;ent.ntions and that information which rna.y 110L be bound together should not be 
forced together (e.g., in a. struct). Since-: i'viATLAB uses n pass-by-vtdne syst.en1 1 this 
latter principle is e:')peeia.il.Y important. Cnnscrplently, there is no all-purpose struct 
that. contain:') all possible information about a graph. A full listing of sLa.ndardihed 
variable 11a.mes is given in Appendix C. 
4.1. Topological infonnation. The most fundamental description of a graph 
is the topology, ::;ince none of' the matrix representations may be def"lned \Vithout 
it. 1'he most space efilcient repre:')elltation of the graph topology is given by a list, 
edges 1 that contain:') pa.in; of integers illClicating nodes joined by an edge. However, 
the matrices A, Land IV may be generated from the edge list with t.he functions inci-
dence .m, laplacian.m ::tnd adjacency .m, respectively. The function adjtoedges .m 
allows conversion from a ndjaceHey matrix representation of topology to an edge set. 
4.2. Nodal infonnation. Numbers associated with nodes in the Graph J\nal-
ysb '.l.'oolhox typica.lly have two separate meanings: coordinates and irnn.gc: V<tlncs. 
Aside from the semantics1 there is llO differellce in the way in which thc:>sc W\.lnes mn.y 
be reprc:s(mt.ed or processed. However, since one may be i11tercsted in keeping nota-
tion of tlwse quantities separate, t.wo difl'crent N-dimensional lists are kept t.o refer 
to these quantities. '.I.'he list. called points refers to coorcliwtte values, while t.he list. 
vals 1._:/picnlly rcd'ers to image values (e.g. 1 HGB1 grayscale). 
4.:3. St.ructs. Two qna.utitie:') arc kept in IVIA'J'LAB structs, since their compo-
nent. wdue:') are never used separately. The inl'onnat.icmnecc:ssary to perform importing 
of a graph is kept in a. struct called imgGraph. Voronoi visnali/\ation inforllln.tion 
(see below) is lwpt in a st.ruct called voronoiStruct. 
5. Generating graphs. \\!hell building a graph from a. se11sor array (or sim-
ulated sensor array), it is common to assign the value of' each sensor to a 11ode. 
1lowever1 the choice of comwcLivit.y (i.e., edge .<;et) i:') much less dear. Typiea.ll.Y~ one 
wants t.he nodes to be locally connected. Two functions are provided for locally Coll-
necting a. point set in arbitrn.ry dinwnsim1s, knn. m and triangulatepoints. m. An 
N-clinwHsional Dela.unay triangulation is implemented by triangulatepoints. m and 
K-nen.rest-JH·:.ighbors is implenwnted by knn .m. For 2-dimensionn.l points, triangu-
latepoints.m calls t.hc: IVlEX version of Slwwchnck's triangle.c [G2], if installed. 
Recent interest in the use of "srnall-worlcF' networks [75, 7G, GGJ prompt:') inclusion 
of the function addrandedges. m t.o randomly n.dcl n. specified HUmber of edges to the 
graph. T'he dl'eet of using addrandedges .m is t.o dramatically decren,'ie t.he dinnwtcr 
of the graph [75] while ouly Jninillwlly incrensing the nurnlwr of edges. 
" 
(a) (b) (c) 
(d) (c) (C) 
Flt:. 5.1. l'::nmrplcs of Uw sl:nu:hr.n;rl grophs {i.e., node coonlino.t.es o.nd edge sds) genenderl by 
fnnd.ions in ilw Croph Anoiysis 'J'oo!bo:t. (a) A 4-conncc/.cd loUicc. (b) An 8-conncci-cd lott:ia-:. (c) 
A nuholly comwclcrl lal/.i.ce. {d) !I 4-connedcrl "small <ooTid" lnl-licc. {c) A flnUcncrl 4-con·o.cded 
P!rm.mi.d lnl.ticr~. {I) ;1 /(-nuJ.Tesl.--nciyhbm·s rrmph wil.h rt To:n.domly quwrnl.ul sd of coonlinatr:s. 
Due to the prominence of the Cartesian ht.tLice in Lrn.ditiona.l machine vision, tlw 
functi011 latt:ice.m gencra.tes a.lattiu~ witl1 tlm;e differe11L topologies: /1-comwctt~(l, 
8-connected or n radially conlwct.c:cl topology (ns in [G:3]). 
The usn of a Jnulti-scale image reprt::sent.ation to enlmnee image analysis n.!go-
rithm:-; hns n. long history da-ting back to V/itkin [79]. 'J'ypicall.Y [81, ll, 1, lG, 50], 
a rnulti-resolution representation is employl~d both for speed and robustness against. 
noise by performing the n.nalysis nt the coarsl:st. level and project.ing; t.he solution 
back t.o the original image. IVlultircsolut.ion n.pproadws to general gra.phs have also 
been proposed [d, 27]. The Graph Analysis Toolbox includes one function latti-
cepyramid. m that draws on this literature by returning a pyramid-shaped graph with 
3-dimensional coordinates, snch t.hat every node at. n. higher levd i::; connected to four 
(non-overlapping) nodns on t.he lower lnvd. AlthoHgh the pyramid graph is returned 
as a unit (i.e., a single node and edge set.), an illClex is also returned iudieaLiug the 
level of each node and a list of its four children on the lower level. Some of the graphs 
<inscribed i11 t.l1is sect.io11 are displayed i11 Figt1re 5.1. 
Finally, the function roach. m g:enerate.':i t.he i'ron.ch11 graph or Cuattery n.ud l'vliller 
[:~2] for pmposes of v~sting. 
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5.1. Biological datasets. Included in the extended (demo) release of the Graph 
A1ut.lysis 'l'oolbox is a. precomputed (i.e., saved in .mat files) set of filter;.; corresponding 
to the visual sampling associated with 22 different species. Following the retinal 
diagrn.ms in [:37] of ganglion cdl isodensity lines (see Figure 1.1 ), topogra.phica.l maps 
of other species have been published. Speciflcally, we have included node sets (and 
filters) corresponding to the visual sampling (as determined b.Y ganglion cell counts) 
for baboon [78], beagle [51], boLllcnosed dolphin [<15], cat [3Gj, cheetah [37], cow [cl7], 
deep-sea bass [1<1], deer [:l7], German shepherd [51], harlequin tusk fish [15], labrador 
[:17], pig [37], pigeon [78], plains kangaroo [:l5], rabbit [:Hj, sacred kingllslrer [49], tree 
kangaroo [35], two-toed sloth [17], squirrel [:~7], wolf [51] a.nd yellow-fimwd treva.lly 
[1:~]. A sampling reflecting the macaque retina is also provided by w;ing the retinotopic 
function ·w o-:::: log(z +a) of Schwart~ [Gl]. Generating sampling points a.ccording to 
this distribution i;.; accomplished by the function logz. m. 
Graphs were geuerated from topographic map::; by interpolating the contours 
across the exte11t of the topographic. image, treating this interpolation as a. probability 
density function (PDF)\ sampli11g a. predetennined number of points and scaling the 
coordinates of the points to flt the desired input image size. In the case of the pre-
computed filters incluclecl with the Demos package, the desired input image si:;,e \Vas 
25G x 25G (65, 53G pixels) and the number of samples wa;.; G, 1100, re::>ultiug in less tha.n 
a.n order of magnitude fewer pixels thau in t.lw original image. Thc~ fu11ction con-
tour2graph.m accepts contour images where the bn.ckgronnd is white, the contours 
are shades of gra.y proportional to the values of the isoclensity lines a.nd the blind 
spot. (or pecten, in the case of Aves) is colored red nud returns an interpolated irna.gt~ 
(i.e., the PDF) by solving the corre:;ponding Dirichlet problem (sN~ below). Sampling 
points from the PDF is accomplished with the function pdf2graph. m. The process of 
converting a. contour to a graph is shown in Figme 5.2. For purposes of cornparison, 
Appl'ndix ]) illustrates the PDFs of a.ll t.he species inclndcd in the Graph Anal:ysis 
Toolbox. 
6. lrnporting images. The problem of importing a.11 image is to transfer n.n 
image taken with a. convent.iowt.lla.t.tice sensor array ton. space-variant. graph (usually 
with many less nodes than pixels in the original) with minimal aliasing. The n.pproa.ch 
proposed hy Chen [1 OJ was t.o trea.tt.he problem of importing as a ·re:;o.m.ph:ng probh~111 
by calc.ula.t.ing appropriate filters [3:3] to apply to a. neighborhood of pixels in t.ho 
original image in order to output a. value for each node. The method of JI(;c:kbert. 
[:~:.1] for def1nillg lllters requires the deflnit.ion of a. differentia.l resnmpling ftuwtiOJl that 
inputs points in the original sampling and outputs point::; in t.he new sn.m.pling. This 
formulation wa::; sufncient for Chen, since he was nsing thew"""" log(z+a) formulation 
or the mapping given by Sehwart/j [GJ] to model macaque retinot.opy. However) we 
would like to ma.ke use or the visual sampling strat.egie::; of other species, for which 110 
retinotopic function is known. 
Since space-variant s<llnpling arrangements typically hnve some a.r(~ns of high acu-
it:l and sollte areas or low Hcnity, they require an active vision system to nllow the 
high acuity regions t.o sample different regions of a visual scene. By analogy with t.he 
high acuity foveal pit found in most vertebrate vi::;ion ss'stmn.<>, we refer to the region 
of highest acuity as the fovea and t.he process of nddn~s.<>ing the high acuity area. to 
a. region of all image ll.'> foveation. In order t.o simulate the active vision a,c;pects of 
a ::;pnce-V<Wi<tnt visual sampling regime, we would like to he able to specify a point ill 
a. la.rge image for the system t.o fixate on. Therefore, a further de;.;ign criteria for an 
importing procedure is that we want the illlporLing procednre t.o be relative t.o iLs ow11 
11 
(a) (b) 
Fl<:. 5.2. lJemonst.mli.on of con·ve1·sion from n retinal topogm.phy to n _{J1"oph. 'l'hr, Wl'IJ,mple 
chosen hc1·c is based on Uw u:Unal l.opo_qm.phy of the chat.oh (:J?j. {a) lsodcnsiiy contow·s of Uw 
chccl.ah n;ii.nal topogrophy. Dm·kc1· coni.011TS n-opresent a lower ga.nglion cell density, while lighto· 
conlovrs n:prescnl o hiyher ganglion cell density. The bhnd r-;poi is shown in black fm· Jmblicotion, 
oltluxugh the fundion contour2graph.m 1'CIJ1tin;s it lobe~ colord. red. {b) The intcrpololcrl and nor-
malized vrobability density fmu;t.ion detenninul j1vm the cont.ow·s (see tc:d for details). Darker 
arens co·1-responrl to M'ca.s of nn;(Jto· probability. {c) The gTnph obta.inul by sampling G, IJ()() nodes 
from Uw distribution in (b) and conrwcting with n ])effl:Wwy l.rionyulolion. Nolr:. t./ud Lhc fovea is 
not. nf. Lhc cenlm' of the imogc {i.e., /.he coni-OW'S an l.akcn from the lcfl r,ye). 
internal coordinate system that may he ''a.inH~<P a.L difrerent areas of a lnrge image. 
Our method for accomplishing this is to give the 11odes coordinates such tha.t the fovea 
is at the origin and each unit represents oue pixel in a standard raster image. The 
advantage of this dcsig11 is that the filter.':> may be precomputed for a graph relative to 
the origi11 and simply shif'tod to different area.':> of llw imag<\ resulting in fast on-line 
importation. The clrn.wb<lCk to this design h; that. Uw exte.nt of the "visual field'' nmst 
he fixed prior to computing the filters. 
J-leckberVs Elliptical \Veightcd Average [-liters n.re t:llipses compnt.ed for each new 
sample such that the a.xes of the ellipse h.y along the eigenvectors of the .Jacobian 
mntrix and the weights for each point in th(• ellipse are given by nn dlipt.ieal Gaussian 
function. h1 other words, the image vtdue assigned to each resamplcd point. is the 
weighted ,'-;um of image values on the originnl points lying within the computed ellipse. 
Our approach t.o computing the ellipses for the resmupled points is to perform a least-
squares Ht or n.n ellipse to the Voronoi cell of ea.ch node and compute Gaussian weights. 
The ellipses computed for a small randomly generated set of Gaussian distributed 
points in the plane nre see11 in Figure G.1. 
The filtc:rs for a point set are stored in a i'v!ATLAB struct named imgGraph. An 
imgGraph hns three f-ields: pntMap, breakpoints and filtHeights. In order for the 
importation of ima.ges to be fnst in i\JJ\TLA B the three fields a.n; used Lo avoid code 
loops. The breakpoints field conta.ins a list of indices t.o pntMap and filtHeights 
!.hat indicate the start and end or a. block or pixels or weights corresponding to each 
new node. The~ pntMap field is a. :-;et or two vectorH containing the x- and y-coordinn.tes 
for the nodes corresponding to those pixels that lie within the ellipse for c:n.eh point. 
The filt\oleights f1eld contains the weight to be applied to each pixel in pntMap. 
Therefore, the si~e of breakpoints is the same n::; the ca.rdinality of" the node set, 
while the si:w of pntMap a.nd filtHeights n.re larger Lha.n the node :-;et (since u10re 
th<t.JI one pixel typically nmps to each node); but c~qw:d Lo e<t.ch othc-~r. Figure G.2 
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FIG. G.l. \lomnoi cdls for n poini sd mull.hc corrcspondi.11.y dl-ipscs jit. with lwst. squan~s CTl'OT 
nserl fo .IJenende l.hc Hll.ipl.icnl Wcighl.cd Avr:m.ge jill.ers of lleckberl {SS}. 
demonstrates the importing of n.n ima.ge onto a set of nodes that were randomly 
distributed in the plane with a uniform probability. Figure G.3 demonstrates the 
sirnulat.ed active vision :--;ystem by importing a. large ima.ge at rnnltiple fixation points. 
7. Visualization. Visuali;~,ation of arbitrary, nonuniforrnly 2D sampled data is 
n difllcult. issue. Typica.l 'i:--;tick-and-ba.ll:' representations of graphs poorly convey the 
content of an image associated with t.he nodes. Two methods have been implemented 
for vL?uali;~,ing a.n in1age on an arbitrary architecture. 
The first. of these methods interpolates imn.g(~ va.lues a.t a node across the faces of 
a. graph. H t.he gra.ph is planar, the interior fa.ce.':l will be polygons, with image data. 
at ea.ch point on the polygon. Ir the gn1ph is nonplanar, a Delauna.y triangula.tiou of 
t.he points JlHl..Y be found quickly for purpo~es of the visua.li~aLion. llowever, it should 
hl: nott:d that not all graphs will have faces that produce a. good inw.ge (e.g., if" the 
node~ wcrl: collinear). A commo11 "sha.diJl):( t.cehniqne from computer graphics is to 
perform a hi linear intm-poln.t.ioll c1.cross vertices (i.e., Goura]}(l shading). Applying this 
technique t.o t.hc intc~rnn.l face:--; provides a srnooth chang<:~ ;t.eross t.hl~ illlage. Unfortu-
nately, the polygonal faces can introduce artifacts into the vbwlli~:ntion that degrade 
the quality. '.l'he function showmesh .m generates a. disph.y in this manner. 
A second visuali;;at.ion method is implemented in the Graph Anal.ysis Toolbox 
that uses the Voronoi diagram of the vertex set. This technique simply assigns each 
Voronoi cell Lhe color (or grayscale value) of its corresponding vertex. The visunl-
izntion benefits fron1 iLs independence of t.he planar awl internal faces requireme11ts 
of the previous tecllllique. However, t.he visuali:;,a.t.ion can sornetimes look hlock.y. 
Furthermore, since the bouuda.ry nodes have Voronoi cells that extend to infinity, a 
dense set of phantom nodes is u:;ed to make fi11ite, appropriately :;iz;cd eells for the 
houndnry nodes. The Voronoi information for a graph is stored ill a IVIA'J'LAB struct 
called voronoiStruct. A voronoiStruct is produced from a. node set h:y the func-
tion voronoicells .m a.]l(l eonsist.s of the thre.e fields pts, faces a.nd index. 'l'he field 
voronoiStruct. pts eont.a.ins coordina.Les for the verticl:s of Llw Voronoi cells for the 
node set. Faces int.ended for use by patch. m are contained in voronoiStruct. faces 
J:l 
... 
···~ ... 
~· .... : .. ... 
. ~ . . .... ·~ . 
'~ Wl 
(a) (b) 
(d) 
F1c. G.2. lJunonsl.ru.t·i.on of hn.porl:iny an ·im.r1.gr: mdo a sd of po·inl.s rhsi.rib'((.lul nr:ndomly in Ure 
plane vnU1 o. wtifonn. distn:lmi:ion. Note /.hal. Uw nsol·u/.ion of the smnplin_q is almost !:wo orriers of 
mayni./:wle smollcr t.lwn Uw n:solulion of Ute oriyino.l. (n) Nodes nmdomly pincer! i:n. Uw plane wi.i.h 
n -u.nifonH rfis/:6/mJion. (b) Vonnwi cells frn Uw 'ilorle 8ei. 11-])0n whidr. /.he jilt.ers wen: ycnerat.crl. (r:) 
The o-ri_lfhw.!msl.e·r ima_qe: ESLab0043.jpg. (rl) The hna_!)r, impo'r'i.ed onl.o l.lw 1101le M:/.. 
awl an index referencing nodes with Voronoi celL<> contained inside the convex hull IS 
given by voronoiStruct. index. 
'flw two visualitmlion techniques are illustrated in Figure 7.1 for a gra_y.sca.le ima.ge. 
Despite the smoot.hne::;s given b_y the face illt.erpola.tioll method or vi:·:mnli:.::ation, the 
Voronoi cells Jllcthod ofrers n. better notion of the structure of lhe illlnge distribution 
on the nodc;s, and we tlwrefon: prefer it. for visualization of space-variant images in 
Lite rm11ainder of this document, as well as in the space-varia11t examples shown above. 
It is important to distinguish between so,mplin-g oJiasing and ·visuo,l alias·iny. Sam-
pliilg a.liasing refers to the inadequacy of the local sampling density to satisi\r the image 
frequency (as detailed a.bove). On the contrary, visual aliasing refers to the displensi11g 
visual n.-rtifn.cts induced as a result of the visualization technique. Sruupling aliasing 
is minimi:.::cd by the prccmuputa.tion of Ileckbert.'s re::;ampling illt.ers. Visual alin;-;ing, 
however, depends 011 the visualization method employed and in no wa.y reflects n.11 
ina.deqnac_y of the dn.tn. obtained nor its int.(-:rnn.l repn:s(:Jlt<-'1-Lion. 
j_IJ 
p. 
(a) (b) 
(d) 
Fie. fl.:3. DeHW1L>Iimrl:on of iWJJorhnn n lm:qe imo._l)e onto a smaller gmyh of rlijfercnl. point..~ 
(i.e. m1t.!hple j{:rotion point.s_r 'f'hr~ et:rrmple chosen herr; ·is !Jasul on the: n:ti:nf11 l.opo_r]n!phy of t.lw 
piqeon {78}. {n) Orighw.l imoge: ESLab0043.jpg. The two Fmiion points an: mm·hul with n ·whi-Le 
'x' ond n ·white '-f-- '. {b) The gmph corresprmrliny lo /Jw n:linrd lopogmph:; of the pigeon. {c) l?csvJt 
of i.mporl.iny /.he im11ge in {u) nl, /.Jw poiul. mo:rJ.:ul w·ilh a whde 'x '. (d) 1?1:sull. of impo'f"i:ing Uw 
imo.gc in (a) at. Uw point mm·kcd wilh a while '+ '. 
8. Processing. Procesfling data 011 graphs is a recurring theme that extends 
beyond spacc-varirmt vbion sy:;tems. There are four nut.iu type::; of proce:-:;sing im-
plemented in the Graph Aitnl_ysis Toolbox: Interpolation, filtering, edge finding and 
segmentation. 
Isotropic and anisotropic versions of all the processi11g IJWthod}) exist in the sense 
thn.L the edge weight:;; nJI t.n.lw unity value in t.he isotropic cn})e rmd the weights as-
sunw different vn.lue.':i in the isotropic case. F'or example, use of uniform or nommifonn 
weights in building the Laplacian matrix is the difference between the isotropic dif-
f"ttsion of J<oenderink [tll] n.nd the anisotropic diffusion of PerOJlil <Uld Jvlalik [[):3]. 
Therefore, the theme is to cmcock dat.n information (e.g., intensity cln1.ngcs for im-
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
F1c. 7.1. Comparison of /.he lwo visualizaUon l-cr.lmiq11r:s implemcnled in Uw Omph ;\nnlysis 
Toollw:r. {o.} Ori_qinol imoyc: ESLabOOJ/3. J·pg. (b) The ymph corresponrli-ny to U/.(: n:tinol /.opogmphy 
of the plu.iw; kanyamo (S.5j. (c) Visv.olizuLion of /.he spnce-1mrian/. im.w1e pnformrxl by ini-C1polaiin_IJ 
ru:ross l.hro J)cdo:unay /.riangles of /.he .IJ"I'Ilph im.plrmu:ntul ·hl showmesh.m. (d) Vi.snahza/.ion of the 
spnce-vrwio.n/. imo..rJe perfonnul by o.ssigninq a v.nifonn gn1ysco.le vtdue to t.he \lonmoi cdls of /Jr.e 
node set, implcmcn/.ed i.n showvoronoi.m. 
a.g<~s, distances for n point set) in the structure of edge weights, and then build the 
opern.tor in n.ccordance with the weights. This procedure provides the difference be-
Lwnm1 isotropic or anisotropic diffusion 1 interpolation, filtering and edge f-inding, ns 
well as affording the structure necessary for some ;;egmentation algorithms (e.g., [G:~]). 
Thn functions u:-;c~d to bnild the important matrix operaton; listed above are 
incidence, m, laplacian. m and adjacency. m. The function incidence. m generates 
tlw edge-node incidence matrix, laplacian, m gmwratc.':i the Laplacim1 1natrix n.nd 
adjacency .m generates t.he adjacency matrix. In order to allow the user to choose 
between isotropic and anisotropic operators, all or the operator gencra.t.ing fnnctions 
allow specification of edge weights in order to produce anisotropic operators, hut 
IG 
default to geuerating isotropic operators if weights are not specif-ied. 
The importaut task of generating a weight set is handled by the function makeweights. m. 
Ddhw the vector of data changes 1 ci.f 1 as the Euclidean distance between the fields 
(e.g-., coordinates, image H.GB chn.nncls, image grayscale, etc.) on nodes Vi and 'Uj· 
For example, if we represent gra.yscalc intcw;ities defined on each node with vector b, 
then c = Ab. If the fields are nodal coordiuatcs in the plane, then c represents the 
Euclidean distance in the plane. In order to make one choice of f3 applicable to a wide 
range of data sets1 we have found it helpful to nonnali~e and histogram equalize the 
vector c. 
Although we typically treat coordinates as any other data. f-ield (e.g., to filter, 
interpolate, etc.), in the context. of space-varia.nt vision we rnay want. to treat. spatial 
differences between the nodes separa-tely from image-derived differences. Therefore, 
makeHeights .m optionally accepts both data values and coordinate values for the 
node set and generates a ~orresponding (normalized and histogram equnli~ed) c 1 and 
c2 for data and coordinate va.lues, respectively. Accordingly, associated with the data 
and coordinates is a separate parameter, /Jl and /32 we call scale. Setting either 
parameter to :.-;ero nullifies the effects of the corresponding data or coordinates. A 
eornmon weighting function is implemented in makeioleights. m, defined by 
w;.,=cxp(-(!J 1c)i-I-(J2cfi)). (8.1) 
8.1. Interpolation. The method of iuterpola.Lion implernented in the Graph 
i\unlysis Toolbox is to solve the combinatorial Laplace equation with Dirichlet bouml-
ary conditions given by the knowll values po]. A solution t.o the eombina.torial Laplace 
equntion bas several desirable properties in the context. of an interpolation method 
(see below). Both isotropic and anisotropic interpolation are handled similarly. Fur-
tlwnnore, use of the algorithm is independeut or the dimension in whieh a graph is 
cJJtbedded. 
Solving- the Laplace equation ill order t.o "fill-ill'' missi11g va.lues has hee11 described 
in the context of digital elevation modeL':i [8, 80], imnge editing [2G], and is even usee\ 
by the JviATLAB function roifill .m to fill in regions of missing data in images. 
Solutions to the Laplace equation with specitled boundary conditions are har-
monic hmetions 1 b.Y def-lHition. Finding n. harmonic function that sati:-;lies the bouud-
n.ry conditions may be viewed as a method for f-inding values on the interior of th(' 
volume tlmt interpolate between the boundary valuef:l in the "smootlwstn possible 
fashion [20]. In this :-;ection, we discu:-;s the properties of hannonic f'unctioJls that 
mnkc them useful for interpolation, defining :-;mootlmes:-; in term:-; of extremal solu-
Licms to the Dirichlet integrn.l. 
From a phy:-;ical standpoint, one may think of a heat source with a fixed temper-
ature a.L the ec'Hter of a coppn plate and a second hea-t source with fixed temperature 
on the boundary of the copper plate. The temperature vn.lnes taken by the pln.te at 
evers' point n.re those assumed by a harm(mic function subject to the internal and 
external boundaries imposed by the heat sources. In this analogy, the tempen1.tmcs 
measured on the inside of the copper plnte may he viewed ns smoothly int<::rpobted 
between the temperature on the internal hen.t. source tmd the external hen.t sonrce. 
The intemal and extemal heaL sources a.re considered to he IJouTtdo.'l~IJ points, while 
points on Lhe copper plate for which temperature values are found are 'in!.en:or points. 
Three ehara.eteristies of hanno11ic functions are attractive qualities for generating a 
"snwot.h:1 i11Lerpolation: 
1. 'J'he mean valne l.hcorenl states that the value at each poi11t in the interior 
(i.e., not n. boundary point) is the average value or its neighborC> [2]. 
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(a) (b) 
(d) 
F!C. H.l. lnleTpo!rdion of imagro dt1./.a. on 11. spa.ce-vd.J'inn~ ymph fmm which a hole hos /)(~en cut, 
011.l. {n) ;\ spru:c-vm'i.nnt groph paUcrnr:d oftcr the ndinoiopic mop of Uw m.ncaqvc /61}. (b) The 
],r;no inwge impod.ul onto Lhe groph. {c) Space-vrtTi.un/. image with a hole aTbi.tnr1·i/y c:1ll. o1tl. of it. 
Undel'lyi.ny nrnph s/:rw;turc ·is shown insirle the hole. (rl) Foveal image: w·ith i.sol.ropicnlly inl.mpolat.r:rl 
rloio in U1.c hole. 
2. The m.a:rimnm principle follows from the nwn.n value tlwormn. It sLates thnt 
harmcmie functions may not Lake va.lues on interior points that are greater 
(or less) tha.n the values taken on the boundary [2]. 
a. The Dirichlet integral is minimi;;;ecl by harrmmie functions [18]. This rnea.ns 
that the integral of the gradient magnitudes for Lhe system will be rninimit-;ecl, 
subjeet to fixed boluHlary conditions. 
The function diri chletboundary. m inputs an index of bounda.ry nodes and their 
values a.nd wives the combinatorial Dirichlet problem for a graph with arbitrary 
connectivity1 producing a combinatorial harmonic function. An example of nsiug 
dirichletboundary .m to perform isotropic intt:rpolation on a. space-va.rinnt. inmg;e 
with n. region of missing values is displayed in Figure 8.J. By genera.tiJJg weights 
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F1c. R.2. Anisot·ropic inlh'J}()/rJiion of image data on the macaqnc-!Jilsed .r;ruph wheno the .swnw 
n~gion as in Figure 8.1 has been r·cnwvcrl. \Vci.r;his were detcnnincd usiny {3 1 = :w (see led fo·r 
rldails}. 
(a) (h) 
FJ(:. 8.:). An cw.mple of ·asiny !.he inicrpolal.ion md1wrl for yraph drawing. {a) !l .r;mph was 
~~nnied by randomly gencml.iny Uw coonHnoJ.(:S wil.h n 1mij"onn di.sirilmfion onrl con.?lU:t:i.ny the points 
wit.h. n 2/) Delnnnay tr·inn.r;ulalion. The black dots ·npn:senl. l.he crlrcnw.l poi.nl.s clwsen to nopn;sent 
the bomulory {i.e., lo h(nw. Uwi.r coonlin.a.tu:; fhed). (b) The _()mph yenemtcd by i.nimpolnti.nn !.he 
coonhno.les of llw h1terior nod(~S. 
corresponding to the image inlensit.ie~, anisotropic interpolation may also be u~ed to 
nnd the mi~siilg valUC'S ill a regi()]], as displayed in Figure 8.2. 
Craph drawing is nnother task in which dirichletboundary, m is useful. B.Y 
treating the extrernal nodes as boundary nodes, the eoorclina.tc-:s of the interior nodes 
may be interpolated in order t.o produce a more regular representation in the sense 
thn.t each interior node i~ placed at the average of its neighbors (by the mean value 
theorem). Thi~ usage of dirichletboundary .m is displayed in Figme 8.:i. 
9. Filtering. In the context of smface fn.iring, 'J'aubin has already taken a com-
binatorial approach to filtering on a graph [G7, G8j. '.I.'a.uhin treats the coordinates of n 
v<:rt.t:x ~d of n. 3D mesh HS a signal for which low-pass filters may be designed in order 
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Lo smooth a noisy surface. T'he :;igna.l processing treatment in '.I.'aubin's work follows 
standard signal proccssi11g n.pproachcs, except that Tau bin wants to apply the same 
techniques to a shift-variant. topology. Generally the eigm1functions of the Laplaeian 
operator define the surface ha.rmonics [19]. In the combinatorial setting, the Laplacia.n 
operator is represented by the Laplacian mntrix, n.lthough 'l'aubin chooses a different. 
combinn.t.orial representation of the Ln.pln.cia.n operator than the definition given in ee-
quation (2.7). For shift-invaria.nt topologies, the Laplacian matrix is circulant. and the 
complex e:~xponent.ia.l basis vectors (functions) are the eigenvectors [G5]. In the general 
ca:::;e of n shift-variant topology, the Laplacian is not circulant, requiring a different 
set of (usually unknown) eigenvectors in order to perform signal filtering. Ta.ubin\ 
method of filtering circumvents the need to compute the eigenvectors explicitly in 
order to modify the spc~ctra.l coeHlcients of a.n input signal (e.g. 1 the coordinates of a 
graph or an ima.ge on a. graph). 'l'he function filtergraph.m irnploments 'I'a.uhin's 
.\ -- f.l. nltering tecllllique as well as standard mean filtering. Both the rncn.n filter and 
the .\ ~ fL filter arc low-pass filters. However, a high pass filter rnay be ge11era.t.ed 
by subtracting the loW-P<lSS filtered signal from the original. A hand-pass f1lter may 
be generated by using the difference of two low-pass filters. Figure 9.1 demonstrates 
image filtmiltg; and Figme D.2 demonstrates coordinate Hltering. 
'I'he spectrum of the Laplacian rnatrix has been thoroughly investigated (48, 12, 
tJG, :), 28]. It. is well known that tile eigenvalues of the Laplacian matl"ix arc nonnega-
tive: n.nd ordered such that the smallest eigenvalue corresponds to the loweot frequency 
harmonic (i.e., the DC component) and the largest eigenvalue correoponds to tlw 
highest fi"c:qucncy harmonic. T'his view of the spectral clwmctcrislics of the Laplacian 
lllatrix predicts its use as an edge detec.Lor since1 as an operator, it will clearly have 
the effect of n high-pass filter. Another implication of the spectra.] properties of tlw 
Laplacian matrix is that an iteration on the signal :r of the form 
:r 1 = :ro ~ n·L:co, ( !l. 1 ) 
will have tho effect of crenting a low-pass sig1wl, oince a high-pass forrn of the signal 
is snbLractod from the original. Since eqnation (D.l) represents one iteration of the 
difft1sion equation 
d:v ~ =L:r. dl. . (0.2) 
hoLh isotropic [rl l] and anisotropic [53] difrnsion ma,y he viewed as a low-pass fil-
ter. '.l.'he function diffusion.m performs diffusion on a signal. Figure D.3 shows an 
exn.mple of isotropic H.}](] anisotropic diffusion on an image. 
The combinatorial Dirichlet problem method of interpolation presented above 
may also be viewed as a low-pass filter, since it requires the solution to a systcJll of 
equations corresponding; to the Laplace equation, conotrained by Dirichlet boundary 
conditions. A solution to a system of equations Lr '"" h may be viewed (if not com-
puLed) as :r "~' _L·-lt;. The inverse of a ma.Lrix retains Lhe same eigenvectors ns the 
original, but the corresponding eigenvalues of tile inverse nuttrix nrc the reciproca.l 
of the eigenvalues or the original Therefore, the solution Lo the COll0tra.ined Laplace 
equation may be viewed as a low-pass filter since the lowest frequencies or the inverse 
of the (ccmsLrained) Laplacian lllatrix will correspond to the largest. dgenva.lnes a.nd 
vice ·versa. The relationship of the solutiou to a constrained Laplace equation to low-
pass filtering n.JH.l steady state diffusion with boundary conditions (see [25]) justifies 
its inclusion c1s a lllt.ering method. 
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(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
(f) 
F1c. D.l. ViUr:ri.ng inw.gc data on a space-va:ria.ni inwge. (a) '/'he oTiginnl i.m.a_ry: 
ESLab0059.jpg (b) A spo.cc-vorion/. yroph fH/./.trTned aFer Uu: nU.notopic mop of the boU/enosed 
dolphm (15}. {c) 'J'he imported inwge, befoT(;: any pmccssi.ng. {rl) HesulL of i.hc mean jiltu applied 
l.o /.he i11w9e in {c). (c) The low-poss A- 11- jiiUT /6?) apphul /.o ilw image i.n {c)- (J) A hi.gh-pu.ss 
jilkr of {c)_. produced by dijj'crr:ncing /.he !om-pass signal of (e) with the {Jl'i_qinal. 
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0.5· 
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(d) 
FIG. 0.2. FiUcring cooniimdc da/.(! on rl. 'l'ing g·m.ph. {a) A noisy ring graph Jl1'01luccd by adding 
mdial Uuussian rlisl:rilw.t.crl nm.dom. to nodes aTmnyerl in a perfeci cin:le. (b) The efTcd of npplyiny 
1-he mean ji'Uu· to t.he coonlina/.es of !.he qmph in (n). (c) The low--pass A- fl- jift.er (rnj applied 
/.o /Jw coonlinat.cs of ilw groph in (a). {d) !I high-pass jilte1· of i.lw coonlina/.e8 in {c)_. jJ'I'Oihtcul by 
dij)"r::mnciny Uw low-poss signo} of {c) wdh the m·igi:n.al. 
Fig1m: DJl dc~monstra.tes <t.llh:>otropic interpolation applied to low-pass flltering 
(i.e., smoothing) an image. 'l'o generate Figme 9.rl, n. 11-connect.ed lattice was gmwr-
at.cd with the Gaussia.ll weight function of equation (8.1), bnsed on the Lena image. 
Sample:-:; were cho~eu from relatively uniform area~ by computing the sum of the edge: 
gradient~ incident on ea.ch node. All nodes with graclie11l surns below a threshold 
were selected as sample nodes to have their vnhws fixed. The remaini11g Ilodes wc:re 
<'1-llisotropically iHterpolated, given the fixed set. One can see that sharp boUJHlnries 
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(a) (b) 
Frc. D.:l. Dijfu8ion }ilter'ing on 1tn image. {o) The o·rig'im<l imag(o.' ESLab0059.jpg {b) The 
cfTed of pC1:forming isol.ropic diffusion on Uw 1-connedcd loUice TCpTcsenting inwyc {n). {c) The 
efTec/. of pe·1jonn.ing anisotropic dil)1lsion on the ,)-connected luUice ·rqnY!senf.ing imoge {n). 
are maintained, due Lo the encoding of image information with weights. Areas of the 
illut.ge \Vitll high varia.hilit.y (e.g., the feathers) are snwothcd considerably since ver.Y 
few .':l<_tmples were taken, while areas with iuitially low variability remain uniform. 
10. Edge finding. Edge detection is a comrnon goal of low-level rnachine vi-
sion. Commm1 edge detection approaches [:38]Jnake use of gradient [3GJ or Ln.placiau 
[1J 1l] opern.Lors. An intc~resting feat me of thc~se operators is that. although they both 
opera.tc~ 011 vn.lues nssocin.Led with the 11ode set., tlw combinn.Lorial gradient operator 
(tlw edge-node incidence mn.Lrix) returns w1.h1e-S on tho edge set while Uw combina-
torial Laplacian returns vn.luc:s on the node sd. This difference is aun.logous to :~]) 
vector calculus in which the npplication of both the grn.dient and Laplacian operators 
to a scalar held results in a scaln.r field for the Lapln.cian and a vnet.or Held for the 
gradient. Standard gradient operators used for edge dntc:etion are applied to pixels 
and return values on pixels [5G 1 55, 22], causing t.he output. of a t._ypical gradient or 
Laplacian-based edge detection algorithm to he a set of edge-pixels. 
The functicm findedges. m keeps with tradition by returning a set of edge pix-
do, regarclleos of whether a eombinat.orial gradient. or Laplacian-based edge clet.ect.ion 
scheme is chosen. In the context of space-variant edge detection) we have found that 
bett.c\r edge detection results are obtained by using an anisotropic edge operator, where 
the weights are based on the Euclidean distance of the point. coordinates. The reni:>Oll 
for this is t.ha.t sensors (nodes) that are located more distant from each other a.re 
n1ore likely t.o have a intensity change that. crosses threshold, even if the continuous 
light distribution varies smoothly across a ;;ingle object.. \\Teigllting the edge opera-
tor by distaiice con1peusat.es for tl1is dl'ect. Figure 1.0.1 demonstrates gradient ;uJd 
Laplacian-bnsecl edge detection on a space-variant image. J.n order to reduce uoise 
but preserve edges 1 m1isotropic difl'usion was performed before the edge operator was 
applied. Note that. dif!"crent. nodes correspond t.o difl"erent shed Voronoi regions in the 
visualihation, d1w t.o the space-variance, which results in varying edge width. 
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(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
Fie;. DA. Aniso/.mpic int.crpolation 11sed t.o low-pass fil/.er nn i.nurge. {a) Ori.gind Lmw. im.r1gL. 
(b) l\llogniiwlc of summed i-maye r;radicnl-s. (c) Samples taken fwm lowest nwr;nitude poin/.s. {d) 
i\nisol'ropico.lly int.c1polatcd i.1nage. 
11. Segn10ntation. The usc of graph tlteor_y for data clustering and imngc seg~ 
mentation may he traced to the work of Zahn on Gestalt clustering [8:3]. By framing 
the segmentation problem in the context of graph pn.rtitioning 1 \Vn n.nd Leahy devd~ 
oped the minimum cut algorithm [82]. Graph partitioning approaches to segrnentation 
hn:; led to several other algorithms [G:3, G2, ?:l, GO]. The fnnction partitiongraph. m 
performs a graph bipartition usiug the isoperimetric algorithm [31L norrnaliz;ed cuts 
[C<i] or spectral pa.rlitioning [5t1]. Converting a graph bipa.rtit.ioning algorithm to a 
complete segmentn.tion may be n.ccornplished by recursively applying the bipart.ition-
ing a.lgoritlun to each new segment nnd stopping the recursion when a specif-ied metric 
of partition quality fails to be sn.lisried. 'l'he function recursivepartition.m recur-
::;ivdy applies parti tiongraph. m and returw; integer labels of each node such that. 
node'S sharing the scum' label are collsidered to be iu the snme partiti(m. SillC<~ one 
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(a) (b) 
(d) 
(e) (f) 
r•'!C. J 0.]. J~d_(J(~ dcf.cclion on imi!,YC i/oJn 011- 11. SJ!IICC-1/()'f'i.rt.nf. image. (n) 'J'hc ori.gino/ inwge: 
ESLab0032. jpg. (b) A space~vm·1:anl groph pnUr:nwd afkT ihc rcliT;ol,opi-c map of the ln/nadm·/37}. 
(c) 'l'he imported ima_qc, hefon:o any pToccssin.IJ. (d) Rc~ult of rm.i.sol:ropic diffusion fi1Y:pmcc8sinn 
·used 1-o slwrpcn ulgcs and bhu· notsc. {c) Res11U of gmdicni-lwsed edge dd(~clion. (f) Rcsvli of 
Laplannn-lmscd ulge dctec/.i.on. 
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often wants to apply these algorithms to sta.ndard Cartesian images, the functions 
imgsegment. m and imgsegpyr. m input standard images and return segmentations 
by using an underlying lattice or pyrarnid topology, respectively. The function iso-
sol ve. m performs the ca.lculat.ions for computing the potentials for a single application 
of the isoperimetric algorithm. An example of applying the segmentation algorithm 
to a space-vctriant image is given in figure 11.1. 
12. Miscellaneous functions. This section details the minor functions in-
cluclecl in llw Graph Ana.lysis Toolbox w;ed to manipulate and vistutli:w data. 
Three functions used to perform minor graph and matrix manipulation arc adj-
toedges. m1 circulant. m and remove isolated. m. Tlw function adjtoedges .m con-
verts an adjacency ma.Lrix to an edge S<'!t. Since shift-invariant graphs correspond 
to circulant adjacency and Laplacian nw . t.rices, the function circulant. m is used to 
generate n. spn.rsc circula.n\. matrix from one row that. details the topology of a single 
node (which suff-ices to deflne the topology of the whole graph) since the graph is 
shift-invariant). 'l'he function removeisolated.m i~ used to remove any nodes which 
are not connected to any other node. 
The functions binary search. m1 equalize. m and normalize .m provide additional 
cla.La. processing. The function binarysearch. m implements a. dividc-a.nd-conqucr 
sca.rch a.lgori thm of a sorted vec.t.or for t.he closest. va.lue of a. given inpul. Norma.li:;,a.Lion 
of the eolumns of a matrix loa. specified range (defaulting to [0,1]) is a.ccomplished 
by the function normalize. m. Il ist.ogram equalization of a vector is performed by the 
function equalize .m. 
Four functions are available to <tid in visualization of a. S<:gmentation and Lh(; 
production of segrnentation results for publica.Lion. Three representations of n. seg-
mentation a.re returned by segoutput. m and segoutputSV. m: integer node lnhels, 
black out.lim~s of segrnents against a white background and red outlines of segments 
~uperimposecl on the original image. The special case of Cartesian images is han-
dled by segoutput .m, while the general case of space-vn.riant images is handled by 
segoutputSV. m. Since one rnay wants to use the red-outlined segrnentations returned 
by segoutput. m and segoutputSV. min pnhlkation, tlw functions colorseg2bt.rseg. m 
and colorseg2bHsegSV. m eon vert the red-outlin(;cl segmen1A.tion to a bln.ek-ontlined 
segmentation superimposed on a faded out copy of the originn.! (so as not to confuse 
the segmentation lines with irna.ge features). Cartesian nml space-variant segmenta-
Limls are handled hy colorseg2bt.rseg. m and colorseg2bHsegSV. m respectively. 
Siucc there is a frequent rwed in the Graph Anal.',rsis 'J'oolhox for veetorizing an 
RGB image, the funcLioJl rgbimg2vals. m exists for this purpose. 
1:~. Conclusion. The Graph Ann.-lysis Toolbox was developed to provide tools 
for space-variant. machine vision that. are independent of sarnpling regime or a chosen 
t.opolog_y. Graph theory comprises the primary data fltructurc) and combinatorial 
methods Etn; the tool.':i used to process the data. Sillce graph theoretic data structures 
appea.r in other disciplines with problems of analysis similar to machine vision (e.g., 
segmentation) edge ilndiug), we hope that t.he tools developed here uuty fiud a wider 
audience. 
Dt:spiLe the ubiquity of spa.ce-variant sensors in biological systems, it is rare to 
iind artificial ~p<tce-vn.rin.nt acquisit.im1 devices or displays. For this reason, tlw Craph 
Analysis T'oolbox allows the sirnulntion of a space-vn.rin.nt sonsor, by providing tools to 
transfer images acquired with a. Cnrtesin.n sensor n.rrn.y to an n.rbitrary spaee-va.rin.nL 
rcpresenta.tion. Likewise, tools are n.hio available to allow the display of space-va.riant 
imag(~S on n. stnudanl CHT monitor. In addition to ~iumlation of a. spn.ce-varicmt. 
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(b) 
(d) 
(e) (f) 
FIG. J 1. J. Scgnuml-o.t.ion of inwge dnta in a space-vM·ianl. hrww~- (o) The 1Wigin1ll inwgr~: 
ESLab0043.jpg (b) J1 SJHH:C-1m.ri.rmJ ymph pn/.l.enuxl after Ut.c n;l.inolopic mop of Uw L·wo-ior:d sloth 
{17}. (c) '/'lw impor/.ed imo._(Je, bejmY< mly Jn·occssin_q. {d) Scgnu:n/. labels obini.ned using the ·isoperi.-
m.dric nlyrrrit.hm f-71} (f:Jl --- 20,/32 ::-~ 5, slop, .... 1 x 10·--tl ). {r:) Sr:gmenial.ion resuli displayed o.s the 
ontlhw of segmenl.~ nyainsl a whi.le back.l)munrl. (f) Segmenl.rt.tion result displayed u.s block ovl.lines 
ayuJnst. the forlerl imn.!Jr:. 
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sensor, the Graph Analysis Toolbox provides the simulation of rtn nctivc vision :'lystern 
that allows the simulated space~va.riant architecture to be directed to difi'crcnt. points 
iu a larger image. 
\Ve hope t.hnt the Graph Analysis Toolbox will aid researchers in spac:c-va.ricmL 
lllnchine vision a.nd other disciplines that take n combinatorial approach to graph 
theoretic stn1cLures. 
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Appendix A. Function list. 
This appendix is a reproduction of the Contents. m file. 
Generating filters for spn.cc-vn.rin.nt. graphs. 
contour2pdf.m 
ellipsefit.m 
findfilter.m 
I/0 011 space-variant graphs. 
importimg.m 
sho~·mesh. m 
showvoronoi.m 
voronoicells.m 
Data procesf:ling on graphs. 
diffusion.m 
dirichletboundary.m 
filtergraph. m 
findedges.m 
imgsegment.m 
imgsegpyr.m 
isosolve.m 
makeweights.m 
partitiongraph.m 
recursivepartition.m 
Ccmcrating nocle/cclge sets for graphs. 
addrandedges. m 
latticepyramid.m 
lmn.m 
lattice.m 
logz.m 
roach.m 
triangulatepoints.m 
Graph matrix generat.imt. 
adjacency.m 
incidence.m 
laplacian.m 
Support function::>. 
adjtoedges.m 
binarysearch.m 
circulant.m 
colorseg2bwseg.m 
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Convert a contour map to a probability density function. 
F'it an ellipse to a polygon with least-squn.re error. 
Compute resampling hlters for a point. :->ct.. 
l1nport a Cartesian (ot.a.Jlclard) i1nagc to a. space-va.ria11t archit.ecttlre. 
Visuali;.';e 2D data. (e.g., an image) 011 a graph by interpolating da.t.n 
aeroos t.lw faceo of the nodes. 
Visun.li:0e 2D da.t.a (e.g., an ima.gc) on a. graph by unifonnly niling 
the Voronoi cell of each node with it.s value. 
Compute Voronoi information of a. graph for visua.li;;ntion. 
Difl"use data on a graph. 
Solve the combinatorial Dirichlet. problmn on a graph 
(e.g., interpolate missing da.ta.). 
Filter dat.a on n. graph. 
Detect edges in da.La. on a. grn.ph. 
Segment a. Ca.rtcsia.n (stn.ncbxd) irna.gc using a lattice. 
Segment a. Cartesian (standard) imn.ge using a pyramid. 
Perform the ca.lculn.tions required by the isoperimet.ric algoriLlllll. 
Convert. nodal graph data to edge weights. 
Segment data on an arbit.rnry graph. 
li.eeursively segmnnt data. on nn arbitrary graph. 
Add rn.nclom edges t.o asmall worlclif:/' a graph. 
Generate a connected pyrn.rnid from a Cnxt.esian lattice. 
Connect nodes t.o thdr nearest neighbors. 
Genern.t.(' a Cn.rtesin.n lattice with varying cmmect.ivit.y. 
Genern.te a point set using the w == log(z + o.) function describing 
t.hc macaque retinotopic rnap. 
Generate the "roach'' graph of Guattery and l\·Jiller. 
Compute an triangulated edge set. for an input node set. 
Generate the adjacency matrix for a nodejeclgc set. 
Generate the im:idenee matrix for a. nodejedge set. 
Generate the La.plaeian ma.trix for a node/edge seL. 
Convert an adjacency rna.trix Lo a.11 edge list.. 
Perform a binary search of n. vector. 
Generate a drcula.nt matrix (similar to Toeplitz.m). 
Convert a segmentation indicated wiLh color t.o a publishable (B&\V) 
format. 
colorseg2bwsegSV.m 
equalize.m 
normalize.m 
removeisolated.m 
rgbimg2vals. m 
segoutput.m 
segoutputSV.m 
Convert a space-variant segmentation indicated with color to a 
publiohable (B&W) format. 
Perform histogram cquali~;;ation of a data vector. 
Normn.lizc data ( columnwisc) to a spcciHc~d range. 
Remove any isolated nodes in a graph. 
Vcct.orizc an RC:B image. 
Convert a segmentation htbcling of a lattice to a better visw1.lizat.ion. 
Convert a segrncntation labeling of an arbitrary graph to a. better 
visualization. 
Appendix B. Den1o scripts. 'l'his section provides a list of demo scripts in-
cluded in the extended package. The information presented here is n.lso included in 
the ContentsDemo. m f-ile. 
Edge finding. 
findEdgesDemo.m 
findEdgesDemoSV.m 
Gra.pl1 f-Iltering. 
diffusionDemo.m 
filterCoordDemo.m 
filterimageDemo.m 
interpolationFilterDemo.m 
Graplt drawing. 
draHGraphDemo. m 
JJJJa.g-e iJtt.erpola.t.ion. 
fovealAnisotropicDemo.m 
:fovealisotropicDemo.m 
cartesianAnisotropicDemo.m 
lm.porti ng/V is ua.Jizati011. 
buildFiltersDemo.m 
contour2graphDemo.m 
differentFoveationDemo.m 
ellipseDisplayDemo.m 
generateSVgraphsDemo.m 
importVisualizationDemo.m 
Scgnwut.ation. 
clusterPointsDemo.m 
segmentationSVDemo.m 
segmentationCompareDemo.m 
Compute edges for a Cartesian image miing the 
gradient and Laplacian edge detectors. 
Cornpute edges for a space-variant image using the 
gradient and Laplacian edge detectors. 
Compute isojauisotropic clifi'usion on a Cartesian image. 
Filter coordiJlate dn.t.a.. 
Filtnr a. space-variant. image. 
Use anisotropic interpolation as an image HILer. 
Use isotropic interpolation to smooth a graph drawing. 
Perform nnisotropic interpolation on a missing image region. 
Pl~rf'onn isotropic interpolation Oil a missing ima.ge region. 
Perform anisotropic interpolation bn:-;ed on 
sampling dif!'crent regio11s of' t.hc image. 
Generate importing filters for a. random point set. 
Generate a graph from a retinal topography contour image. 
Fow:n.tc on dif!'ercnt. points in a larger image. 
Fit ellipses to Voronoi cells of a randomly generated point. set. 
Generate graphs a.nd f-ilters from tile exi:-;ting set of retinal 
topography images. 
Import a Cnrtesian illHtge to an imgGraph and visuali;~,e. 
Cluster a. point set (segmentation on coordiwd.es). 
Segment an imgGraph. 
Compare segmentation of a Cartesian image generated by difrerent algorithms. 
Pyramids. 
pyramidSegmentationDemo.m C01npute a segmentation 11sing a. pynunid architecture. 
Graph generation. 
connectGraphDemo.m Computes a.nd compares graph::~ with different topology 
ancl geometric a.rra.ngcment. 
Appendix C. Standardized variable names. Throughout the functions, doc-
umentation and dernos, a set of standardized variable nantes are used. The list of 
variable names and their meanings i:::; given below, and a reproduction of this list i.':i 
indnded ill the file variableNames. txt. 
Scalars. 
Q 
K 
N 
M 
p 
scale 
stop 
X/Y/2 
j'v"Iatrices. 
A 
D 
img 
L 
R 
Vt:ctors. 
d 
vals 
Heights 
Graph components. 
points 
edges 
faces 
Strncts. 
imgGraph 
imgGraph.pntMap 
imgGraph.breakpoints 
imgGraph. fil t1:1eights 
voronoiStruct 
voronoiStruct.pts 
Ca.rclina.lity of fa.ces set in a graph. 
J)lumny constant. 
Cardinality of node set in a. graph. 
Cardinality or edge set. in a. graph. 
Number of coordinate dimensions of a node set. 
The weighting function parn.meter. 
'.l.'he recursion sLop parnmet.er. 
Dimensions of an image or region (e.g., [X Y Z]=size(img)). 
T'he N x N adjacency matrix. 
'.l.'he N x N diagonal matrix of node dc~grees. 
'.!.'he currcmL image. 
The N x IV Laplacian matrix. 
The j\J x 1V edge-node incidence matrix. 
'J.'he N x 1 vector of node degrees. 
'.!.'heN x ](vector of f(··-dimensionalnodal values (e.g.~ H.CB, with)( 3). 
The Af x 1 vector or edge weights. 
An N X p list or node coordinates. 
An j\1 X 2 list or edges (containing indices to the node set). 
A Q x J( lbt of polygonal faces wi t.h order :s; ](. 
Struct containing the fllters for importing a.n image to a space-variant graph. 
A ]( x 2 list of the J( points in the image plane used to fllt.er au image for illlporting. 
A 1 x N list. of the breakpoints in imgGraph. pntMap rererriug; to the points 
corresponding to different nodes. 
A f( x 2 list of the filter weights for each of t.he J( points in imgGraph. pntMap. 
St.ruet. containing the information necessary to perforlll VoroJlOi visua.li:;,ation on fl 
spn.cc-varirult ilna.ge. 
J( x 2 list of coordina.Les for the vertices of the Voronoi cells for the node set, 
:-!I 
voronoiStruct.index 
voronoiStruct.faces 
where](> N. 
List of nodes that are represented in the visuali~a.tion (i.e., nodes with a 
Voronoi cell within the convex hull of the node S(?-t). 
List of faces representing the Voronoi cells, to be used by patch. m. 
Appendix D. Included retinal topographies. 
'J'his section showf:i the probability density function (PDF) obtained from the 
retinal topographic::: of ganglion cell density for the :::pecim> included ill the Graph 
Analyflis Toolbox. Darker areas repre:::ent higher ganglion cell density, while lighter 
area::: represent a. lower ganglion cell density. In addition to having different visual 
sampling arrangelllents, different species have varying degrees of nonuniformity in 
the i:iCllse that. the discrepancy bctwem1 the most. dense and rnost sparse regions of 
ganglion cells may he 2 1 in some ::;pecies and 100 1 in others. Sinee each image 
given below is nonnnli;;ed to have unity ::;um, the species with a greater ratio of dcmsn 
to sparse areas are di:::playcd as nearly white with a small dark region) while species 
lut.ving a lower ratio of dense to sparse regions are displayed as a more uniform gray. 
Howevnr, since tho topographic maps for different species were studied by clifrercnt 
rcf:lcardwrs who stopped counting cell densities at. difrerent points in t.he retinal pe-
riphery, the topographies (and hence the images here) may or may not. repre:;ent. a-n 
actual compariHon between sJwcies as regards the discrepancy het.ween t.he region of 
highest. cell density and t.he region of lowest cell denHit.y. 
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